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Abstract
Visual media data such as an image is the raw data representation for many important applications. The biggest
challenge in using visual media data comes from the extremely high dimensionality. We present a comparative
study on spatial interest pixels (SIPs), including eight-way
(a novel SIP miner), Harris, and Lucas-Kanade, whose extraction is considered as an important step in reducing the
dimensionality of visual media data. With extensive case
studies, we have shown the usefulness of SIPs as the lowlevel features of visual media data. A class-preserving dimension reduction algorithm (using GSVD) is applied to
further reduce the dimension of feature vectors based on
SIPs. The experiments showed its superiority over PCA.

1 Introduction
Visual media data such as an image is the raw data representation for many important applications, such as facial expression recognition [18, 29], face recognition [27, 20, 24],
video classification [13], etc. The biggest challenge in using the visual media data comes from its extremely high
dimensionality.
To reduce the dimensionality of visual media data, the
first step is usually to extract the low-level features 1 . Color,
texture, shape/contour are three types of low-level features
frequently used [26, 3, 25, 7]. The use of interest pixels 2 (say corners, salient image points) has attracted attention [23, 15] because of their repeatability (an interest pixel
found in one image can be found again in another if these
two images are spatially similar to each other). Interested
readers can further refer to [16, 12].
1 We will strictly distinct the term feature from the term feature vector in
the context of media-based classification applications. The former means
color, texture, shape and pixel, whereas the latter means the representation
of an image/video instance that are ready to feed into some classifier.
2 In the context of image retrieval or 3D computer vision, they are called
interest points. Renaming them as interest pixels in the context of data
mining is to avoid confusion between the image point and data point (i.e.,
feature vector).
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We study spatial interest pixels (SIPs) in this paper. Intuitively, a SIP is a pixel that has stronger interest strength
than most of other pixels in an image. The interest strength
is basically measured by the change in pixel values along
different 2D directions (say horizontal, vertical, etc). We
study three miners of SIPs, eight-way, Harris, and LucasKanade. The latter two are commonly used in computer
vision community [9, 17] (Harris is attracting more attention in image retrieval community [23]). Both Harris and
Lucas-Kanade utilize the local change of pixel values along
only two directions (left-to-right and top-to-bottom), and
non-maximum suppression is applied to suppress the pixels
that do not have the strongest interest strength within their
neighborhood. Eight-way is a novel SIP miner that utilizes
the local change of pixel values along eight directions (uniformly distributed from 0 to 360 degrees). The distributions
of SIPs (over the regular grid of image plane) is then used
as feature vectors for classification task.
The dimensionality of SIP distributions is still pretty
high (it ranges from several hundreds to several thousands).
A class-preserving dimension reduction algorithm is thus
introduced to further reduce their dimensionality. The classpreserving dimension reduction algorithm is based on the
generalized discriminant analysis. The difference between
generalized discriminant analysis and classic linear discriminant analysis (LDA), also called Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA) [6], is the use of the trace optimization in the
former. GSVD provides a convenient tool for generalized
discriminant analysis.
To show the usefulness of SIPs as low-level features for
visual media data, we present our results on universal facial
expression recognition [5] and face recognition. We tested
one facial expression dataset Jaffe3 [18], four face datasets,
including Jaffe, Yale4 [2], AR15 [19], and Stirling6 [8]. Our
results are very encouraging (see Section 7). The classifier
used in this paper is nearest neighbor [1].
3 http://www.mis.atr.co.jp/

mlyons/jaffe.html

4 http://cvc.yale.edu/projects/yalefaces/yalefaces.html
5 http://rvl1.ecn.purdue.edu/
6 http://pics.psych.stir.ac.uk/

aleix/aleix face DB.html

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the related work. Section 3 reviews Harris and
Lucas-Kanade detectors, and presents a novel SIP miner.
Section 4 is on SIP distributions. A class-preserving dimension reduction algorithm is presented in Section 5. Nearest
neighbor as the unique classifier is briefly reviewed in Section 6. Section 7 presents three case studies on SIP feature
vectors. Finally, we conclude our study on SIP and give a
future work in Section 8.

2 Related work
[23] gave a survey on several interest pixel detectors. To
evaluate the performance of an interest pixel detector, two
criteria are used. One is the repeatability, and the other is
entropy. The criterion of repeatability is important in our
work, mostly for the usefulness of SIP distribution. We
did not give quantitative measure of the repeatability of
SIP in this paper (but the classification accuracy in case
studies gives a qualitative measure of repeatability). Interested readers can find more details in [23]. [15] presented
a wavelet based salient pixel detector. Their motivation
comes from the multiresolution property of wavelet coefficients.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a widely used dimension reduction [11]. PCA does not utilize the class label
information of training data. The limitation of PCA can be
overcome by introducing linear/Fisher discriminant analysis (LDA/FDA) [6] where within-class scatter and betweenclass scatter are used to refine the single global covariance
matrix in PCA. The classic LDA involves the inverse computation of one scatter matrix. If that matrix is singular,
classic LDA will fail. We consider the generalized discriminant analysis whose criterion is to minimize the ratio of the
traces of within-class scatter to between-class scatter. Using generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD), we
can derive a simple algorithm to solve the trace ratio minimization problem and thus achieve class-preserving dimension reduction. [22] have the similar work on GSVD-based
discriminant analysis, but they did not explicitly define any
global objective function.
Static universal facial expression recognition is still a
hard problem. [29] obtained the accuracy of around 90%
using 10-fold cross validation 7 , Gabor wavelet coefficients
at 34 manually extracted fiducial points as the feature vectors, neural network as the classifier, and Jaffe as the test
dataset. With the same Gabor feature and same evaluation
method used in [29], [18] applied LDA to Jaffe dataset and
obtained the accuracy of 92%. The disadvantage of their
method is that the feature vectors are essentially manually
extracted.
7 In

10-fold cross validation, an entire dataset will first be split into 10
pieces. Then the test will be run 10 times. In each time, 9 pieces are used
as training data, and remaining one piece is used as test data. The final
accuracy estimation is the mean estimation.

Intensive research on face recognition has been done in
the past 30 years [27, 4, 20, 24]. It is beyond our ability to
give an even relatively comprehensive view on the problem.
Two surveys on face recognition [4, 30] can be excellent
sources for the interested readers. The most recent work
on the comparison between PCA and LDA can be found in
[20] that used pixel values
 of face regions as feature vectors,
nearest neighbor (in -norm) as classifier, AR as the test
dataset (AR is further split into several datasets). With different further split datasets, the accuracies range from 60%
to 90%.

3 SIP miners
In this section, we will first review the Harris and LucasKanade detectors, including the basic concept, algorithm
implementation, and parameter setting. Based on another
natural perspective in interpreting a spatial interest pixel,
we then present the eight-way miner.

3.1 Harris and Lucas-Kanade

Given an image  and a pixel  , assume   and   
are the derivatives at  along  and  axis. Both Harris detector and Lucas-Kanade detector are based on the gradient
correction matrix of  defined as the following formula:
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(3.1)
where 354 is a square neighborhood of  , and 76 & &#8:9  is a
2D-smoothing filter used to weight the derivatives.
In Harris detector, the interest strength of pixel  is defined to be the summation of the eigenvalues of   . To
save the computational time, the following equivalent form
is more commonly used in practice [23]:
1
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where B is a discriminant factor that is usually set to be 0.6
[23]. In Lucas-Kanade detector, the interest
 strength of 
is defined to be the minimal eigenvalue of D . After the
interest strength of each pixel in an image is computed, all
pixels will be sorted according to their strength, and the E
pixels with highest interest strength will be chosen as the
SIPs. To spread out the SIPs, non-maximum suppression is
applied. More specifically, for each pixel  , we compare its
interest strength and the interest strength of its neighboring
pixels (usually defined to be those pixels in a small square
window (say FHGIF ) centered by  ; if it is not the maximum,
then its strength is reset to be zero (i.e., be suppressed).
Note that using the gradient correlation matrix of the
derivatives rather than the derivatives themselves to decide
the interest strength of a pixel is to earn the invariance to
image orientation.

Edge/Boundary

Even though the algorithm implementation of Harris detector and Lucas-Kanade detector is simple, their parameter
setting plays more important roles. There are two versions
on the parameter setting of Harris detector (more details can
be found in [23]). In the standard Harris, the derivative  or
 is computed by convolution with the mask [-2,-1,0,1,2],
and the filter used in weighting the derivatives is a Gaussian  
. In an improved version of Harris [23],  
or  are computed by replacing the [-2,-1,0,1,2] mask by
derivatives of a Gaussian ( 
). The improved version
of Harris detector is found to mine the interest pixels with
highest repeatability in the comparative study in [23] In our
case studies, we will use the improved version of Harris.
We now summarize the Harris and Lucas-Kanade detectors
as Algorithm 1:

Figure 1. Three typical cases showing the
asymmetry of SIPs

Algorithm 1 Harris/Lucas-Kanade SIP miner

Figure 2. The symmetry of pixels near an
edge/boundary.





Input: An image
Output: SIPs

Edge/Boundary
Edge/Boundary

Edge/Boundary

1. Compute the image gradient
2. For each pixel
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2.1. Form matrix
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by formula (3.1)

2.2. (Harris) Strength is assigned according to formula (3.2)
. (Lucas-Kanade) Strength is assigned by the smaller eigenvalue of

3. Non-maximum suppression
4. Choose the first

 %4 (

pixels of largest strength

3.2 Eight-way
Intuitively, if a pixel is spatially interesting, its rich information may not be sufficiently covered by the derivatives
along two directions. Fig. 1 demos three typical and simplified cases that a SIP may look like. The changes of pixel
values significantly across the edge/boundary, but changes
slightly within a same region. A long (short) arrow shows
the large (small) derivative magnitude along the direction
of the arrow. The common ground of these three cases is
that these pixels (expected to be SIPs) have a majority of
long arrows (i.e., the numbers of long arrows are always
more than 4). This observation gives us a new interpretation of SIP: if the number of strong derivative is larger
than 4, then the pixel is a good candidate of SIP and will
be assigned a derivative-related value as interest strength;
otherwise it will be assigned zero strength. To distinguish
between a large derivative and a small derivative, we first
compute the mean of eight derivatives and then claim those
above the mean to be large ones. The relatively challenging part in the above definition of SIP is the assignment of
interest strength. Apparently, we at least have two options:
one is maximal derivative, and the other is the mean derivative. We currently choose the first option based on the visual
evaluation of the distribution of SIPs in several experiments
of face images.

Fig. 2 shows that the eight-way SIP miner has strong
ability in discriminating an edgel from a SIP because an
edgel has equal number of long arrows and short arrows. So
non-maximum suppression is not necessary for eight-way
miner. It is good for SIP mining because non-maximum
suppression involves local uncertainty. Algorithm 2 summarizes eight-way SIP miner.
Algorithm 2 Eight-way SIP miner
Input: An image
Output: SIPs
1. For each pixel
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1.1. For each of eight directions
1.1.1. Compute the change of along that direction (by convolving
a Gaussian first derivative)
1.2. Compute the mean change
1.3. Count the number of changes above mean change
1.4. If the count is larger than 4
strength is assigned to be the largest change
otherwise
strength is set to 0
2. Choose the first

pixels of largest strength

3.3 SIP Examples
Fig. 3 shows the 300 SIPs found by applying the three
SIP miners, eight-way miner, improved version of Harris
detector (for convenience, we will still call it Harris in the
rest of the paper), and Lucas-Kanade detector, on two different face images (namely, KA and KL that are taken from
Jaffe dataset).
Let us first consider the SIPs on KA (in the first row).

KA:Eight−way

KA:Harris

KA:Lucas−Kanade

KL:Eight−way

KL:Harris

KL:Lucas−Kanade

cost. In our study, we found that 300 SIPs of an image are
usually sufficient to build a “good” distribution representation (500 SIPs can contribute slightly better representation).
Another important parameter is the size of rectangle
grids. A basic principle in deciding the size of rectangle
grids is that: it should be small enough to accurately characterize the local information. We use G
as the size
of rectangle grids (except for Yale dataset where
G
is used). Remind that an image plane is usually a rectangle. The distribution representation is not invariant to image translation/video temporal shift. However, if the visual
media data is aligned, SIP distribution can then faithfully
represent its essential content/information. The face images
in many datasets are aligned, thus can be used directly as
our case studies.
We now complete the discussion of SIP distribution with
its algorithm implementation:



Figure 3. SIPs found by applying eight-way,
Harris, and Lucas-Kanade detector on two different faces, namely KA and KL.

 

Algorithm 3 Distribution of SIPs: get dist()
The SIPs found by eight-way are mostly located near
the facial features (say eye, mouth, etc) of KA’s face.
Among the SIPs found by Harris, there are many located
along some edges/boundaries (of large brightness contrast).
Among the SIPs found by Lucas-Kanade, there are many
of them located at “non-intent” regions, say not only at
the edge/boundary, but also at the regions that have small
brightness contrast. However, we should not be too disappointed by the visual performance of Lucas-Kanade detector. Even though it is not competitive enough against eightway or Harris when it is individually used in case studies, it
has been found to be helpful in improving the classification
accuracies when the SIPs found by Lucas-Kanade are combined with eight-way or Harris, or both (by concatenating
their distributions).
We can observe that the SIPs (of KA and KL) found by
eight-way or Harris are mostly distributed around the facial
features (say eye, nose, etc). Comparing the SIPs distributions in columns (between different classes), we will have
the expectation that the first two pairs are more discriminant
than the third pair (contributed by Lucas-Kanade).

4 Distribution of SIPs
A SIP distribution (of an image) represents the number
of occurrence of SIPs in each fixed small block of an image.
Using regular (rectangle) grids is a simple method to split
an image region in multiple blocks.
There are two important parameters in order to build a
good SIP distribution. One parameter is the number of SIPs
to be used, and the other is the size of rectangle grids. For a
general view on distribution construction, more SIPs leads
to more accurate distribution. But in practice, we may need
some compromise between the accuracy and computation

Input: SIPs of one image (obtained from some SIP miner)
Output: SIP distribution: dist

%   " (
%4 $ 4 , (
2.1 dist([4 $  4 ,  " ])++

1. Initialize the grid size
2. For each SIP
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3. Align the dist from a matrix to a vector

Fig. 4 shows the feature vectors of the face images of KA
and KL (given in Fig. 3). Consistently with the visual measurement, the SIP distribution contributed by eight-way has
richer “structure”, whereas, the structure of Lucas-Kanade
is the flattest one.
KA:Eight−way

KA:Harris

KA:Lucas−Kanade
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Figure 4. The SIP distributions of eight-way,
Harris, and Lucas-Kanade of the face images,
KA and KL.

5 Class-preserving dimension reduction



A general dimension reduction problem is formulated as
follows: Given a data matrix
, where each column corresponds to a data point, to find a linear transformathat maps each column , for
,
tion
dimensional space to a column  in the
of in the
dimension space:
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(5.3)

In this section, we will study the class-preserving dimension reduction. The class information is known and the data


matrix
is formulated
by:
,
1

where is the number of classes, and
 , and
is collection of data points in -th class. We
will first have a brief review on classic LDA, and then formulate an objective/energy function for reduction transformation
using the ratio of the traces of within-class scatter, and between-class scatter in low dimension space. Similar work has been done in [22], where no explicit global
objective function is defined.
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5.1 Classic LDA
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In classic LDA, two scatter matrices, within-class scatter
, and between-class scatter matrix
are defined
matrix
 the quality of the classes, as follows,
to quantify
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Classic LDA finds transformation
as eigenvectors, (associated with the smallest eigenvalues) of matrix
7 8 C 7  , which requires 7X8 to be nonsingular.
(5.4)

(5.5)
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So trace 
and trace  ! characterize the closeness of

the points within
a class, and the separation between classes
separately. Thus, small trace 
and large trace 
are
desirable in order to achieve good classification rates in real
applications.
Denote
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. Similarly,
we have
covariance

matrices
. The goal of a class-preserving di
mension reduction is thus to find a reduction transformation
to minimize the ratio of the traces of scatter matrices
and
, i.e.,
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(5.8)

We can solve the1 trace optimization problem (5.8) using
the generalized
singular value decomposition (GSVD) [14].
1
Denote
. The GSVD on the matrix pair
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Trace optimization problem (5.8) can be re-formulated as
the following problem:

Y

(5.6)
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5.2 Dimension reduction by optimizing trace ratio

A way to overcome the requirement of nonsingular scatters in classic LDA is using the trace ratio. Assume
be
the set of column indices that belong to the th class. Let us
first have a look at what are the traces of within-class and
between-class scatter matrices of original data:
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We now present a novel result in Thm 5.1. Limited by the
space, we refer the readers to our technical report [28] for
the details of proof. A simple algorithm to compute GSVD
can be found in [22], based on [21]. GSVD is also provided in Matlab software. Our class-preserving dimension
reduction algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 4. The
time/space complexity of PCA and LDA/GSVD is essentially the same to each other, as shown in Table 1. More
details can be found in [28].
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Theorem 5.1 If
is an optimal solution of the optimization problem (5.10), then
, for
.

 

Algorithm 4 GSVD based dimension reduction



Input: High dimension feature vectors of training data
Ouput: Reduction transformation
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Main variables:
- between-class covariance matrix
- within-class covariance matrix
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- reduction transformation

1. Construct the matrices

and

as defined in (5.5)

2. Compute GSVD on the matrix pair
3. Compute rank
4. Let

, and get the matrix



as in (5.9).

and assign it to

be the first

columns of

5. Assign transformation matrix

Methods
PCA
LDA/GSVD

Time Complexity

Space Complexity

  
  

 
 





Table 1. Complexity comparison:
is the
number of training data points, is the number of the dimensions, and is the number of
classes.

3

6 Classifier: nearest neighbor

Nearest neighbor classifier is used in our case studies,
which is quite simple. Given a set of training data points
(that are labeled) and a query data point, we compute the
distance (or similarity) between the query data point to each
training points. The query data point is annotated as the
same class label as the one which has
distance
1 1 the shortest
1
to the query
point.
1 1 1

@ and a point
Given two data points,    


I  
 in , 1their distance can be measured
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by the 4 -norm, i.e., 4 
 -norm (i.e., Euclidean distance) is the most widely used
metric because of its convenient analytic properties (note
that the GSVD-based class-preserving dimension reduction
assumes Euclidean distance because of the trace optimiza
tion). However the robust statistic literature shows that
overly penalizes outliers [10]. So in our case studies, we
will try different 4 -norms on the space of SIP distribu
tions, whereas apply -norm in the Eigenspace or Fisherspace8 . Our experiments will show that 
does outperform Euclidean distance. Using the sub-sample pixel
values of images as feature vector, [24] also observed the
superiority of 
in face recognition task.

 

 

7 Case studies
In this section, we present two case studies on the visual media data based classification using SIP feature vectors. They are static facial expression recognition, and face
8 Eigenspace and Fisherspace refers to the reduced spaces via PCA and
LDA (either classic or generalized) respectively.

recognition. 10-fold cross validation method is used to estimate the classification accuracy.
The results on one dataset are presented in one table. To
present the results compactly, we will use the following simplified notations: e = eight-way SIP distribution, shortly
e = eight-way; Similarly, h = Harris; l = Lucas-Kanade;
e+h = eight-way concatenated by Harris; e+l = eight-way
concatenated by Lucas-Kanade; h+l = Harris concatenated
by Lucas-Kanade; all = the concatenation of three distributions. The values appearing in the first row of tables are the
norm index for nearest neighbor classifier. The first column
of the result tables will be indexed by these simplified notations. The last two columns are the classification accuracy
(in percentage) based on the high-level features extracted by
the PCA dimension reduction and our class-preserving dimension reduction. They are used only in Euclidean space

because trace optimization is based on -norm. With the
left three columns, we can analyze what norm is good at
measuring SIP distributions. With the right two columns,
we can analyze how well the dimension reduction techniques work.
Each table will present the answers for the following four
questions:
1. What is the best SIP miner (by comparing the best accuracies that they can reach in individual use)?
2. Which 4 -norm performs the best?
3. What is the best accuracy?
4. How well do PCA and the class-preserving dimension
reduction (denoted by C-P) work?
For the convenience of reading, we highlight/underline the
answers for the first three questions in each table. The overall conclusion on all experiments will be given the next section.

7.1 Datasets
We have one dataset for universal facial expression
recognition, and four datasets for face recognition. Jaffe
was originally built for the study of static facial expression
recognition [18], but will also be used for face recognition
in our case study. There are little variation in translation,
pose, occlusion and lighting. Jaffe contains 10 female faces,
7 universal facial expressions, and all together 210 image
instances. So when it is used as a dataset for facial expression recognition, each class has 30 instances; when it is used
as a dataset for face recognition, each class has 21 instances.
In either application context, there are always some image
instances visually very similar to each other, which objectively creates the opportunity of achieving high accuracy on
this dataset.
The images in Yale face dataset have the variations in
facial expressions (as well as Jaffe) in addition to illumination. The publicly available Yale face dataset is aligned
to some degree but not perfectly. Yale dataset contains 15

Yale: instance1

Yale: instance2

Stirling: instance1

Stirling: instance2

AR1: instance1

SIPs

1/2

3/4

1

2

e
h
l
e+h
e+l
h+l
all

81.2
78.0
67.2
89.1
81.5
88.5
89.2

81.6
79.5
68.0
90.6
82.3
90.2
91.4

82.0
78.3
68.2
91.5
83.0
91.5
91.9

81.2
77.4
67.0
89.1
82.3
89.1
90.0

2
PCA
60.2
54.6
47.3
66.2
61.4
66.2
66.7

2
C-P
79.5
77.6
65.2
86.2
80.5
86.2
87.6

AR1: instance2

Table 2. Classification accuracy on Jaffe as a
facial expression recognition dataset.

Figure 5. Yale, Stirling, AR1 each have two
samples

classes/faces and each face has 11 instances. The major
variation in Stirling face images is pose and color. Stirling
contains 659 face images. We use the first 100 images (of
10 classes) in our case studies. The last face dataset we will
test is named AR whose images contains the variations in
occlusion and facial expressions. AR is a huge dataset of
face images. We use the first 100 images (of 9 classes)in
our case studies.
Fig. 5 shows some examples of the face image datasets,
Yale, Stirling and AR1. The dimensions of the SIP feature
vectors of these four datasets are 2048, 336, 1100 and 3577
respectively. Note that LDA (either classic or generalized)
always reduces the original dimensionality to the number of
classes minus 1. Thus The reduced dimensions in our case
studies are 9, 14, 9, and 8 respectively.

7.2 Case study 1: Static universal facial expression recognition
Tab.2 shows the classification accuracies on Jaffe as a
facial expression dataset. Without using the class information of training data, PCA was found to severely degrade
the accuracies by using the SIP distributions, whereas C-P
can approximate the accuracies very well.

SIPs

1/2

3/4

1

2

e
h
l
e+h
e+l
h+l
all

99.5
96.2
99.1
99.5
99.5
99.5
99.5

99.5
99.5
99.1
99.5
99.5
99.5
99.5

98.1
99.5
98.6
99.5
99.1
99.5
99.5

94.8
99.5
98.6
96.7
96.2
99.5
99.5

2
PCA
78.3
84.2
81.6
79.2
80.5
82.3
83.8

2
C-P
98.6
99.1
98.1
99.1
99.5
98.6
99.1

Table 3. Classification accuracy on Jaffe as
face recognition dataset.
SIPs

1/2

3/4

1

2

e
h
l
e+h
e+l
h+l
all

88.7
90.7
85.3
94.7
94.0
94.7
95.3

90.0
91.3
85.3
94.8
95.3
94.7
96.0

90.7
91.3
87.3
94.7
95.3
94.1
94.7

85.3
88.6
89.0
89.0
89.3
92.7
90.0

2
PCA
82.5
86.0
85.3
86.0
88.7
90.7
88.0

2
C-P
82.0
90.0
83.3
91.3
92.7
91.3
93.3

Table 4. Classification accuracy on YALE
dataset as face recognition.
SIPs

1/2

3/4

1

2

e
h
l
e+h
e+l
h+l
all

93.8
88.8
60.0
93.8
93.8
81.3
93.8

95.0
87.5
62.5
95.0
95.0
81.3
95.0

93.8
85.0
61.2
95.0
93.8
82.5
95.0

86.3
83.8
56.2
93.8
86.3
82.5
93.8

2
PCA
78.2
75.2
48.5
85.0
79.2
74.8
85.0

2
C-P
86.3
92.5
61.2
95.0
93.8
86.2
95.0

Table 5. Classification accuracy on Stirling
sub dataset (first 100 images 10 classes).

7.3 Case study 2: Face recognition
Tab. 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the classification accuracies on
Jaffe, Yale, Stirling and AR1 dataset respectively. PCA usually degrades the accuracy downfrom 15% to 25%, whereas
the class-preserving dimension reduction preserves (either
slightly degrades or slightly increases) the accuracies by using SIP distributions.

8 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we present a comparative study on the spatial interest pixels (SIPs). With extensive experiments, we

SIPs

1/2

3/4

1

2

e
h
l
e+h
e+l
h+l
all

92.0
90.0
86.0
94.0
94.0
96.0
98.0

95.0
93.0
88.0
94.0
95.0
96.0
98.0

92.0
93.0
87.0
95.0
96.0
96.0
96.0

87.0
93.0
83.0
95.0
89.0
93.0
96.0

2
PCA
69.0
72.0
65.0
74.0
68.0
72.0
70.0

2
C-P
93.0
92.0
85.0
95.0
93.0
95.0
95.0

Table 6. Classification accuracy on AR1 (first
100 instances, 8 classes).

have shown that SIPs are useful low-level features for visual media data. The best classification accuracies on these
applications we can achieve are either higher than or close
to those in the literature.
With the comparative study on different applications, we
have the following overall conclusions on the use of SIP
features (mainly on SIP distributions):
Eight-way SIP miner is statistically the best. Among
the 5 experiments/Tables, eight-way wins 3 times, ties
one time (with Harris), and loses one time
SIP distributions contributed by different SIP miner
can be concatenated together into longer feature vectors that are more useful for different applications.
The best distance measure in SIP feature vector space
is 4 -norm with 
, In static facial expression

recognition and face recognition,  
are usually
the “best” (among the four options provided in this paper).
The GSVD-based dimension reduction can essentially
preserve the classification accuracy on SIP feature vectors. It distinctly outperforms PCA dimension reduction.

 

 }

In the future, we will study spatio-temporal interest pixel
to reduce the dimensionality of video data.
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